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New York's  Fifth Avenue

 
By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

New York is home to the most expensive retail real estate in the world, according to a new report by Cushman &
Wakefield.

At $3,500 per square foot per year, Fifth Avenue from 49th Street to 60th Street, home to Saks Fifth Avenue, Louis
Vuitton, Chanel and countless other luxury brands, is  more than 50 percent pricier than the high street shops of Hong
Kong's Causeway Bay, which placed second. Real estate rates have risen amidst general economic uncertainty, but
they are just one piece of the larger macroeconomic puzzle.

"The Americas region is expected to sustain a positive trajectory going forward into 2016, bolstered by a steady
consumer sector benefiting from a material reduction in energy costs and stable employment expectations,
especially in the U.S," said Gene Spiegelman, vice chairman, head of retail services, North America at Cushman &
Wakefield. "Retailers will continue to add physical stores to support their expansion plans while at the same time
optimizing their footprint to respond to the ongoing evolution of 'clicks and bricks.' International luxury brands will
continue to dominate the high street, providing a boost to the key destination cities with high exposure from tourism
and strong foot traffic."

"Main Streets Across The World" lists the most expensive street in each of 68 countries, but also includes analysis
on other economic trends that will impact the retail picture.

High streets
Other noticeable placements include Paris' Avenue des Champs lyses in third at $1,372 per square foot per year,
New Bond Street in London right behind at $1,321 and Milan's Via Montenapoleone rounding out the top five at
$1,035.
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Saks Fifth Avenue

The report also includes detailed, country-by-country breakdowns for major cities and streets globally, broken up by
region. Champs lyses rates remained close with last year's but other Parisian high streets experienced high growth
owing to a lack of space and high demand, while tourism and competition are contributing to high growth London,
Milan and Rome.

In the Asia Pacific region, decelerating growth in China, a weak Japan, uncertainty in India and the rapid growth of
ecommerce are no cause for alarm. Tokyo tourism could lead to strong growth, while Australia's stable economy
bodes well for the high streets of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.

China is on course to become the world's largest retail market by 2018 thanks to interest among retailers in having
strong operations in Shanghai and developing Beijing into a shopping destination among developers.

Chinese consumers in line to enter a Louis Vuitton boutique

In the Americas, the United States accounts for the majority of the most expensive cities, and 27 percent growth in
rates at Seattle's high street and San Francisco's tourism and never-ending tech boom situate them as markets to
watch.

Among the macro trends to watch are the Chinese slowdown, which has been counteracted by a strong U.S. dollar
and currency devaluation in Japan, South Korea and Europe. The latter has led to increased tourism among Chinese
consumers with an express purpose of purchasing luxury products.

Tourism in general is growing, as a drop in petrol prices has led to lower airline rates and lower energy costs giving
money back to the consumer. Lower oil and energy prices are part of a economic recovery larger trend in advanced
economies, which counteracts the slowdown in emerging and fast-growing economies globally.
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Versace store in Milan

Reflecting a global retail world, the report predicts a market that will grow in general but will have enormous
differences among countries and be at the mercy of geopolitical stability and trade deficits. Aging populations in a
number of markets and counteractive trends, from the end of the one-child policy in China to encouraging women
to enter the labor force in Japan, will also play a big role.

Other major trends identified include accelerating urbanization, omnichannel retailing and technological
breakthroughs and the impact of climate change and preventative measures.

World turning
Many of the mega-trends point toward the global consumer being a market reality that retailers must learn to reach.

Global heterogeneity presents many obstacles for brands looking to maximize their share through localization
efforts, according to a September report from L2.

The share of ecommerce sales in the luxury industry has tripled since 2009 and is set to triple again by 2025, but
obstacles such as currency, language, selection and payment method may make it difficult for brands to expand
and capitalize on their reach. As social media, the Web and the development of BRIC Asian nations and Sub-Saharan
African nations in the future give brands more visibility, it is  essential that they monetize global consumers (see
story).

Tourism and the global economy are already impacting consumers in a major way.

For example, high sales in Western Europe and Japan led to decent third quarter results for Kering, suggesting strong
business from Chinese tourists.

The Kering Group saw luxury sales increase by 14 percent on a reported basis and slightly more than 3 percent on a
comparable basis in the third quarter of 2015 compared to the year-ago. Much of this improvement can be attributed
to a variety of economic factors taking Chinese consumers to Western Europe and Japan, where Kering's presence
is relatively strong (see story).

"Improving employment prospects, rising real wages and healthier consumer confidence in advanced economies
are set to offer more positive momentum for the retail sector," said Justin Taylor, head of EMEA Retail at Cushman &
Wakefield. "From an EMEA perspective, despite any economic and political uncertainties in certain countries, the
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retail market is expected to see further improvements. Indeed, a strong retail sales growth forecast, robust occupier
demand and a lack of supply in many locations mean rents will keep rising in the most popular high streets."

Final Take
Forrest Cardamenis, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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